The charmonium results presented in this paper are part of a continuing program using the CLEO-c detector to produce high precision results on both open charm decays and charmonium systems 
D s D s threshold [1] . In addition the previous detector,CLEO III, accumulated data at the (2S). The results presented in this paper come from 5.85 pb ;1 taken at the (2S), 20.46 pb ;1 of continuum taken 50 MeV below the (2S) and 281pb ;1 at the (3770).This paper summarizes the results and detailed description of each analysis can be found in the references.
Observation of the h c ( 1 P 1 ) [3]
The h c ( 1 P 1 ) state of charmonium has been observed in the isospin-violating reaction e The combined result for M(h c ) is consistent with the spin-weighted average of the cJ states.
1.2
Branching fractions for B(J= ! e + e ; ) and B(J= ! + ; ) [ 
5]
The measurements of B(J= ! e + e ; ) and B(J= ! + ; ) are performed using the decay (2S) ! + ; J= . The experimental procedure is straightforward and consists of determining the ratios of the numbers of exclusive J= !`+`; decays for`= e and , N e + e ; and N + ;, to the number of inclusive J= ! X decays, N X , where X means all final states. We obtain B(J= !e + e ; ) = ( 5 :945 0:067 0:042)% and B(J= ! + ; ) = ( 5 :960 0:065 0:050)%, leading to an average of B(J= !`+`;) = ( 5 :953 0:056 0:042)% and a ratio of B(J= ! e + e ; )=B(J = ! + ; ) = (99:7 1:2 0:6)%, all consistent with, but more precise than, previous measurements.
Observation of (3770) ! J= [6]
Using the decays (3770) ! X J = , X = + ; (13 significance) and 0 0 (3. 
Branching Fractions for (2S)-to-J = Transitions [9]
New measurements have been made of the inclusive and exclusive branching fractions for (2S). which are either the most precise measurements to date or the first direct measurements. These results are shown in Table 1 .
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Charmonium at CLEO-c David H Miller The 90% C.L. upper limits for the transition to c2 ( c0 ) :
B < 10:8 pb (< 295 pb) and B < 1:7 10 ;3 (< 46 10 ;3 ).
Two Photon Width of c2 [11]
A new measurement has been made of the two-photon width of c2 using reaction eV, and ; ( c2 ) = 559 57(stat) 48(syst) 36(br) eV. This result is in excellent agreement with the result of two-photon fusion measurement by Belle [7] and also the pp ! c2 ! measurement [8] , when they are both reevaluated using the recent CLEO result for the radiative decay c2 ! J = .
Hadronic decays of the (2S) [12]
The states J= and (2S) are non-relativistic bound states of a charm and an anti-charm quark. In perturbative QCD the decays of these states are expected to be dominated by the annihilation of the constituent c c into three gluons or a virtual photon. The partial width for the decays into an exclusive hadronic state h is expected to be proportional to the square of the c c wave function overlap at zero quark separation, which is well determined from the leptonic width [4] . Since the strong coupling constant, s , is not very different at the J= and (2S) masses, it is expected that for any state h the J= and (2S) branching ratios are related by: 
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Charmonium at CLEO-c David H Miller where B denotes a branching fraction, and the leptonic branching fractions are taken from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [4] . This relation is sometimes called "the 12% rule". The results for a wide variety of mesonic and baronic decays with and without strange particles are shown in tables 2 and 3. 
